Emergency responders are faced with a number of significant challenges when managing major disasters. First, the number of rescue tasks posed is usually larger than the number of responders (or agents) and the resources available to them. Second, each task is likely to require a different level of effort in order to be completed by its deadline. Third, new tasks may continually appear or disappear from the environment, thus requiring the responders to quickly recompute their allocation of resources. Fourth, forming teams or coalitions of multiple agents from different agencies is vital since no single agency will have all the resources needed to save victims, unblock roads, and extinguish the fires which might erupt in the disaster space. Given this, coalitions have to be efficiently selected and scheduled to work across the disaster space so as to maximise the number of lives and the portion of the infrastructure saved. In particular, it is important that the selection of such coalitions should be performed in a decentralised fashion in order to avoid a single point of failure in the system. Moreover, it is critical that responders communicate only locally given they are likely to have limited battery power or minimal access to long range communication devices. Against this background, we provide a novel decentralised solution to the coalition formation process that pervades disaster management. More specifically, we model the emergency management scenario defined in the RoboCup Rescue disaster simulation platform as a Coalition Formation with Spatial and Temporal constraints (CFST) problem where agents form coalitions in order to complete tasks, each with different demands. In order to design a decentralised algorithm for CFST we formulate it as a Distributed Constraint Optimisation problem and show how to solve it using the state-of-the-art Max-Sum algorithm that provides a completely decentralised message-passing solution. We then provide a novel algorithm (F-Max-Sum) that avoids sending redundant messages and efficiently adapts to changes in the environment. In empirical evaluations, our algorithm is shown to generate better solutions than other decentralised algorithms used for this problem.
INTRODUCTION
Major disasters are characterised by highly dynamic and uncertain parameters that can pose significant challenges to emergency responders. For example, during earthquakes or terrorist attacks, civilians may become trapped under rubble, fires may start and spread across a city, and roads may become blocked as the disaster unfolds. Moreover, communication facilities might be significantly reduced by natural phenomena (e.g., fires taking out communication antennae or smoke interfering with radio signals) or become overloaded [1] . Against this backdrop, the actors (or agents) in the system are required to perform a number of tasks (e.g., rescuing civilians or extinguishing fires) in different parts of the affected area. Now, each task may require a given level of effort (e.g., digging civilians with specific drills, fires requiring large amounts of water) and may have to be performed by a certain deadline (otherwise, civilians die or the city is devastated). Moreover, the problem is compounded by the fact that new tasks may continuously appear or old tasks may disappear, requiring the agents to change their plans frequently.
In order to complete as many tasks as possible by their deadline, it is important that agents attempt the tasks in the right order at the right time. Since the tasks are spatially distributed, each agent must be provided with a route plan and a work schedule in order to visit the maximum number of tasks in the minimum time possible. They also need to do this while taking into account the temporal constraints applying over each task to ensure each task they decide to route to can be completed in time (i.e., by considering the amount of time it takes to complete the task and the deadline of the task). More importantly, agents need to form teams or coalitions of multiple responders from different agencies. This is because no single agency will have all the resources needed to save all the victims, unblock the roads, and extinguish the fires. But by working together in a coalition, the agents can achieve such tasks more efficiently as a result of their synergistic abilities. Hence, it is critical that the processes of coalition formation and management are effectively enacted.
In terms of underpinning technologies, it is important that such coalitions are chosen in a decentralised fashion (meaning each agent decides for itself what coalitions to form and join and that it interacts only with those agents that are nearby). By so doing, the system has no single point of failure and is more robust to long-range communication failures (or limited battery power) caused by the disaster. Moreover, the agents must be able to disband existing coalitions and reform new ones as tasks are completed and new tasks appear in the system. Thus, the algorithms need to return solutions fast (i.e., within seconds or minutes) and be able to quickly adapt to changes in the environment (i.e., when tasks appear or disappear) as any time wasted can result in significant losses.
To date, the problem of forming task-achieving teams of agents in a geographical area has mainly been studied in the multi-robot routing domain (see section 2 for more details). However, this work typically assumes that the agents have no synergies in coalitions (i.e., their abilities are simply additive) or that they each have distinct capabilities (i.e., they are perfectly substitutable). On the other hand, research in the coalition formation area has grown significantly in recent years [2, 3, 4, 5] . However, to date, most approaches are typically centralised and usually focus on either the coalition value calculation problem (i.e., finding how effective each coalition is) or the coalition structure generation problem (i.e., selecting the best coalitions to be implemented) (see Section 2 for more details). In particular, most of this work ignores the fact that coalitions may need to be dynamically formed over time and that agents need to perform very complex tasks (i.e., spatially distributed and having a deadline).
Against this background, we model the coalition formation problem posed in disasters and provide a novel decentralised algorithm for it. Moreover, our algorithm is also able to efficiently adapt to new tasks arriving or existing tasks being removed from the environment. More specifically, we consider a sub-part of the disaster management problem defined by the RoboCup Rescue (RCR) disaster simulation platform [6] . Thus, we formulate the problem as a Coalition Formation with Spatial and Temporal constraints problem (CFST) and provide a Distributed Constraint Optimisation (DCOP) formulation for it in order to show how the optimisation problem can be decomposed. Given this, we solve it using a new decentralised algorithm that is able recompute solutions efficiently when the allocation needs to be changed to accommodate different sets of tasks.
In more detail, this paper advances the state of the art in the following ways:
(i) We introduce CFST as a general model for the task allocation problem faced by ambulances and fire brigades in RCR and in disaster management at large. Thus, our model captures most task allocation problems that involve some form of temporal (i.e., deadline and time to complete a task) and spatial constraints (i.e., positions of agents and tasks) such as those existing in logistics planning or crew scheduling [7] . Given this, we define both optimal and approximate solutions for the problem. (ii) We develop a new DCOP formulation for the approximate solution to the CFST problem and solve it using a novel decentralised algorithm based on the state-of-the-art Max-Sum algorithm [8] . (iii) We show that our algorithm can complete 10% more tasks than the current best decentralised algorithm for this problem (on average) and requires up to 91% fewer messages and 99% less computation than the standard Max-Sum algorithm in order to converge to a solution.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe related work in the area of multirobot routing and coalition formation in general. Then, in Section 3 we describe the task allocation problem posed by RCR. Given this, Section 4 describes our representation for the CFST problem and provides both optimal and approximate solutions for it. Building on this, we provide a DCOP formulation of the problem and show how to apply the Max-Sum algorithm to solve CFST in a decentralised fashion in Section 5. In Section 6 we provide a novel algorithm that builds upon MaxSum to adapt to disruptions more effectively and in Section 7 we empirically evaluate it. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
RELATED WORK
To date, the disaster management problems as simulated by the RCR platform (which we discuss in the next section) have only been attempted by the RoboCup competition entrants (since it started
The Computer Journal Vol. 00 No. 0, 2009 in 2001). Unfortunately, the problems posed by the simulator and solutions to these have rarely, if at all, been defined, formalised, and solved. This is because the entries to the competition were mainly designed to win the competition rather than solve the general task allocation problems posed by RCR. Thus, these entries mainly involved ad-hoc solutions to (approximations of) the task allocation problems 3 in RCR that exploited bugs or were tailored to the scenarios generated by the platform 4 and hence not generalisable across most problems. However, a number of grounded approaches to the task allocation problems similar to those in RCR do exist. 5 We divide these into two groups: centralised and decentralised. In the next subsections, we discuss each of these approaches and also survey the general area of coalition formation.
Centralised Algorithms
Here, we note the work of Zheng and Koenig [10] who consider a problem where only a specific number of agents can perform a certain task. This means the problem is agnostic to the actual coalition serving a given task and that their algorithm considers a much smaller search space than ours since in our case more than one set of agents (of any number) can complete a given task. Also, they assume a central planner that allocates tasks to agents. Similarly, [9] use a centralised mechanism based on random neural networks to allocate responders to perform a number of rescue tasks.
Decentralised Algorithms
Work by [11] and [12] have applied DCOP and other decentralised heuristics to the general assignment problem (GAP). Now, while these approaches do consider heterogeneous agents (i.e., agents with different capabilities) and execution constraints for tasks (e.g., two tasks that must be executed at the same time), they ignore the benefit of forming coalitions of agents (i.e., with synergistic capabilities) to work on the same task.
In a different vein, Masheswaran et al. consider completely decentralised solutions to an allocation problem which considers teams of agents but ignores the spatial constraints of the CFST and show how 3 For example, the allocation of ambulances to victims in the simulation can be approximated by arbitrarily choosing one set of routes through all victims. 4 For example, some buildings had pre-determined properties that teams could exploit to extinguish fires faster or victims' health decay could be accurately modelled. In the new version of the simulator, developed by the ALADDIN project, these bugs have been corrected and less information is now available for teams to design scenario specific algorithms. 5 It is not our intention here to elaborate on all possible algorithms or techniques that have been developed for disaster management (e.g., see [1, 9] ). Instead, we focus on those that are clearly relevant to the problem of allocating coalitions of agents to multiple tasks. different DCOP formulations of the problem result in different degrees of computational and communication efficiency when used with typical DCOP algorithms such as ADOPT [13] or DPOP [14] . In our work, we adopt a similar approach to theirs in building our DCOP formulation for the CFST, but solve it using the more scalable and general Max-Sum algorithm [8] .
Approximate algorithms such as Max-Sum or the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) require very little local (re)computation and communication, and are, as such, well suited for large scale distributed applications in which the optimality of the solution can be sacrificed in favour of computational and communication efficiency [15, 16] . However, the quality of provided solutions heavily depends on the specific application domain and thus these approaches can often result in solutions of varying quality. This limits their applicability in many application domains (particularly safety critical ones) and hence it is important to evaluate such algorithms empirically (as we do in section 7).
In this paper, we opt for the Max-Sum algorithm for two main reasons:
(i) Max-Sum does not incur the exponential coordination overhead typical of complete techniques and, moreover, it does not need the agents to organise themselves into a DFS tree as most other complete DCOP algorithms do (e.g. ADOPT, OptAPO [17] , and DPOP). This means that agents do not need to hold the connectivity graph in memory and update it as connections are made or broken. Hence the Max-Sum algorithm is more robust and appropriate for the context we study where there is high uncertainty in the environment in which the agents are operating. (ii) Max-Sum, contrary to most other DCOP algorithms, naturally works with n-ary constraints. That is, the algorithm is able to find a solution when variables are constrained with more than one other variable. In the domain we study, the agents (acting as variables) are naturally constrained by more than one other agent (e.g., an agent can possibly reach multiple tasks but can only complete them if it forms coalitions with some other agents).
In general, the closest work to ours is that of Chapman et al.
[18] (a longer version of which is included in this special issue) who develop a game theoretic framework and apply an approximate algorithm to solve the task allocation problem in the RCR scenario. Similar to our approach, they consider an approximation of the optimal solution to a simplified version of the CFST (where agents' abilities are simply additive). However, since their algorithm is an extension of DSA, they only find a local maximum (as opposed to the global optimum) of the function (which also approximates the optimal solution) they try to optimise. Moreover, Chapman et
The Computer Journal Vol. 00 No. 0, 2009 al. assume that the assignment is static; that is, tasks do not change within the current allocation. If they did change, the agents would have to recompute the whole allocation. Finally, their allocation mechanism ignores how different coalitions form based on when the agents arrive at a task (i.e., synergistic effect). In our model, we find the optimum value of the objective and can adapt, with minimal recomputation, to re-assign coalitions to new tasks coming into the environment or old tasks being cancelled in such a way that more tasks are completed.
Coalition Formation
Our work also targets the area of coalition formation in general. In particular, we note that most of the coalition formation techniques are typically centralised [2, 5] . An exception to this is [3] and [4] , for example, who provide algorithms to distribute the coalition value calculation problem. In general, however, these algorithms assume that all coalitions are actually feasible and ignore the fact that the task allocation problem dictates the set of coalitions that can be formed (e.g., some tasks might require coalitions of at least three agents to be completed by their deadline or some tasks might require one ambulance and two fire brigade agents to be completed). In our algorithm, we do take into account the domain and therefore distribute the computation accordingly. Finally, our contribution can also be seen as the first attempt to distribute, in a practical domain, the coalition structure generation problem which involves selecting the best coalitions to be enacted [2, 5] . To date, there exists no other algorithm which provides a decentralised solution to this problem.
TASK ALLOCATION IN ROBOCUP RESCUE
The RCR simulation project was set up after the great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake in Japan, as a competition to stimulate research into multi-agent systems to aid in disaster rescue [6] . The simulation platform is currently maintained by researchers working within the ALADDIN project 6 and is continuously being extended and improved to create high fidelity simulations of fire spreading in a city, traffic congestion, and perception and communication abilities of agents.
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In more detail, the project is based on the development of a disaster simulation platform that attempts to recreate the conditions prevailing in real 6 http://www.aladdinproject.org. 7 The ALADDIN project has also developed a building evacuation simulator (BES) [19, 20] that is complementary to the RCR. As opposed to the RCR which considers events in an open space requiring large-scale rescue operations, the BES considers the simulation of disasters in enclosed spaces such as buildings or ships. Hence, the basic elements of the task allocation problem we solve in this paper could also be simulated in the BES on a smaller scale.
disasters so as to test coordination strategies that emergency responders might use in such situations. The platform is completely distributed (i.e., the simulators and agents can be run on multiple machines) and simulates the aftermath of an earthquake in a city. Fires erupt in different parts of the city, buildings have collapsed and civilians are trapped in them, and some roads are blocked. The simulation starts with a number of emergency response agents spread across the city and these agents must be designed to complete a number of tasks that involve mainly: (i) extinguishing the fires (by fire fighting agents), (ii) digging out the civilians (by ambulance agents), and (iii) unblocking the roads (by police agents). Figure 1 shows a 2D map of London used by the simulation platform with 11 fire brigade agents (red dots), 9 ambulance agents (white dots), and 11 police agents (blue dots). At the start of the simulation, the agents only have knowledge of the map and have to search the city to find fires, civilians, and blocked roads.
In this work, we model, generalise, and solve the task allocation problems faced by the ambulance and fire brigade agents which is to find and rescue the civilians buried in buildings and extinguish fires respectively. In such allocation problems, agents have to first search for the victims and fires (which are unknown at the start of the simulation -only the map of the disaster space is known). As the positions of the tasks (i.e., victims or fires) become known, the agents need to decide and continuously update the sequence of the tasks they will attempt. This sequence needs to take into account both the spatial and temporal features that constrain the set of possible solutions as follows. First, given each task is located in a different part of the disaster space, the agents need to compute the most efficient tour of feasible tasks while minimising the time they spend travelling (in case new tasks appear). Second, given the tasks' deadline and the level of effort required to complete them, the agents need to choose the best time to arrive and complete each task (i.e., by its deadline) in order to be able to reach other tasks before their deadline. Now, it is also critical for agents to coordinate to form coalitions at each task since the demands of each rescue or extinguishing task cannot be met by one single agent. Hence, the agents need to coordinate their arrival time at each task in order to form the coalition that can complete the task (i.e., a coalition only exists if all agents in the coalition are present at the same time at the task). Moreover, since the number of victims or fires is likely to be much larger than the number of ambulances and fire fighters it is important that the best agents (e.g., fire brigades with more water, ambulances with more capabilities) are allocated to the most demanding tasks to guarantee that as many tasks as possible are completed. Finally, since the environment is very dynamic and new tasks can appear in the system, it is important that the solution chosen by the agents can quickly be adapted to incorporate new tasks or changes to existing tasks. However, performing this operation optimally is not trivial as it involves providing a route plan for each agent to ensure that the best coalitions are formed at the right place at the right time. Now, due to the nature of disasters, computational units in the system might be damaged and communication with them may be severely impaired. Power systems may be down, and responders may have limited battery power to transmit and receive data over long ranges. Hence, shorter range peer-to-peer approaches to coordination are more useful in such domains.
To this end, in the next section, we first provide the basic definitions required to model the problem as a coalition formation problem with spatial and temporal constraints. Then, in section 5 we provide a fully decentralised solution for it that can quickly adapt to changes in the problem structure.
Basic Definitions
Agents are noted as a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A that have to complete a number of tasks v 1 , . . . , v m ∈ V that are located in different parts of a city (though more than one task may be located in the same place). The time taken for an agent to travel from one location to another is given by a function ρ :
(assuming all agents can move at the same speed) where L is the set of all possible initial agent locations in the environment. Each task v ∈ V has a demand consisting of two parameters as follows: deadline, d v ∈ [0, ∞], (e.g., representing time until which the victim will survive without being rescued or the time until which fire can be controlled) and workload, w v ∈ [0, ∞], (e.g., denoting the amount of work (in time units) that has to be done to extract the victim or extinguish the fire). We will denote as d max the latest deadline, that is,
Moreover, we assume that time is discrete such that agents travel or perform tasks in measurable time units (e.g. seconds, minutes or hours) starting at time equals zero.
Coalitions
Agents may form coalitions for several reasons. First, the workload for a given task may be too high for a single agent to perform by the deadline of that task. For example, a fire can be extinguished before it burns down the whole building if a number of fire brigades extinguish it on multiple sides rather than one fire brigade on one side. Secondly, even if all tasks have workloads that are manageable by a single agent (i.e., an agent can complete tasks by their deadline), the completion time of each task may be too late for the agents to have enough time to attempt other tasks (whose deadline may have passed). Following from the same fire example, the fire brigade might be able to extinguish one fire but by that time another major building might have been burnt down completely. Third, the distance to be travelled by each agent to any task may be too long to reach the task in time to complete it by its deadline.
In the remainder of this section we elaborate on how agents form coalitions and the effect these coalitions have on task completion. We define what it means for an agent to 'work' on a task in later parts of this section. First, however, we denote the fact that an agent a works on a task v at a given time t by τ a→v t . We define T = {τ a→v t } a∈A,v∈V,t∈{0,··· ,dmax} as the set of all possible allocations of agents to tasks. When one or more agents work together on the same task, they work as a coalition, C ∈ 2 A ; in a similar way, we denote by τ C→v t the fact that a coalition C works on task v at time t. In effect, the coalition captures the synergistic effect of the agents' capabilities which helps them complete tasks faster than they would if they worked separately (at different points in time) on the same task. Now, given an agent allocation T ⊆ T and a time horizon t ∈ {0, · · · , d max } within which we want to explore the coalitions that could exist, 8 we define the corresponding (feasible) allocation of coalitions, Γ(T , t ), over a given time period, as follows:
(1) The above definition basically means that a coalition C exists at task v at time t if all agents a ∈ C work on task v at time t. This also means that only one coalition exists at a given task at any one time. Given this, we denote by Γ = {Γ(T, d max )} the set of all (maximal) coalition assignments generated by T .
Obviously, physically embodied agents cannot be allocated to all tasks at all times and, therefore, the solution to the allocation problem will involve agents working only on some tasks at some points in time. More precisely, we will say that an allocation of agents is feasible if it assigns an agent to two different tasks only in time points whose difference is greater than the travel time between the corresponding tasks. Given this, note that if T ⊆ T is a feasible agent allocation, then it generates a feasible coalition allocation, Γ(T , t ), over any time period [0, t ], t ≤ d max . This, in particular, means that coalitions that exist at different locations at the same time do not overlap.
The work that a coalition performs at a task in each time unit (or, step) decreases the workload of that task. 9 The extent to which the workload decreases is dependent on the value of the coalition, given by the function u : 2 A → N + . The function u(·) basically expresses how well the agents involved in the coalition work together and how their capabilities match. For example, if agents a 1 and a 2 have a coalition value of u({a 1 }) = 1 and u({a 2 }) = 1, then, if they work together they may generate a value u({a 1 , a 2 }) = 3, if their capabilities are synergistic. We will assume for now that coalition values are independent of the task the agents work on and that coalitions of more agents are usually better or equal to coalitions of smaller numbers of agents, that is u(C∪{a}) ≥ u(C). 10 For now we will assume tasks are, in turn, homogeneous. Since tasks are considered to be atomic, only one coalition can perform one task at a time.
Given the above definitions, in the next section, we define the problem that this setup generates and the associated constraints.
COALITION FORMATION WITH SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS
The goal of the CFST is to maximise the number of tasks completed given all possible allocations of agents to tasks. The allocation of agents needs to take into account a number of constraints. These can be grouped broadly into two classes: spatial and temporal. The former restrict the movement of agents around the tasks given the time available to them, while the latter take care of the restrictions with respect to the time taken by agents to finish a task. In what follows, we first detail the constraints and then move onto the objective function(s) we try to maximise. We will assume that the solution should contain some allocation of agents to victims as the set T ⊆ T .
Spatial Constraints
The fact that tasks are spatially distributed implies that there is a cost to switching from one task to another. This cost is captured by the time spent by coalitions in travelling from task to task (captured by the function ρ), or the delay for a coalition to be formed when several agents need to meet to work on a task (i.e. some agents have to wait for other agents). These spatial constraints therefore apply over the existence of coalitions. If agent a is routing to location v from location l ∈ L (which is either its initial location or another task) at a given time t, the starting time s v a ∈ [0, ∞] at which agent a starts working on the task v must satisfy the following:
Note that given the condition in (2), coupled with the fact that tasks cannot be attempted after their deadline (we elaborate on this in the next subsection), and assuming that travel times are proportional to distances among the locations (and hence satisfy the triangle inequality), we can restrict all possible assignments to the following:
where l a ∈ L is the initial location of agent a.
Similarly, at a given time t , if we knew the solution up to this point, we could replace the initial location of agent a with its current location, l a t . Thus, at each time t , given a specific victim v and a subset of agents A ⊆ A, we can specialise the set of allocations to:
Now, depending on where the agent is routing from, its starting time at a particular location is restricted in two ways. First, if agent a arrives at v from its initial location l a ∈ L, then:
Second, if within the assignment T , agent a moves to v from another task v , then:
Similarly to (4), the above condition requires that an agent will not start working on a task before reaching it. Here, the second term in the right hand side represents the amount of time that agent a spends in total on task v -the sum of this and the starting time of a on v gives the earliest time agent a can leave task v ; by adding to this the travel time between v and v we get the earliest time by which task v can be reached by agent a.
Temporal Constraints
Having defined the constraints that determine where an agent can route to at what time, we now define constraints that determine what the assignments that will result in tasks being completed. Thus, we define a binary-valued function W : V × Γ → {0, 1} as follows:
Thus, W (·) expresses the fact that a task can only be completed if all the work done on the task by all coalitions equals or is greater than the workload of that task. However, the coalitions can only be effective up till the deadline of the task, after which the task is deemed to have failed. To express the success or failure of a task, we define the function ∆ : V × Γ → {0, 1} as follows:
Thus, ∆(·) returns 1 only if the given task can be completed as per the schedule of agent assignments specified.
Note that, given the above temporal and spatial constraints, the routing of agents to tasks in T may not actually be feasible (e.g., an agent being assigned to tasks it cannot reach before their deadline or joining a coalition to complete a task too early or too late) and one of the challenges is to find those routes that are consistent. We note that finding such an assignment is very similar to solving a vehicle routing problem [21] . In particular, to find an assignment that is consistent with the constraints defined in section 4.2 is, in turn, equivalent to find a feasible schedule for the tasks [22] . Thus, the problem is a complex combination of both routing and scheduling that generates a search space that grows exponentially in the number of tasks and agents. We next define the objective of the CFST problem and explain how we may approximate this objective in order to avoid searching through the whole search space.
Objective Functions
Given the size of the problem that the CFST generates, there could be a number of ways in which the objective is specified to try to approximate the exact objective function. In what follows, we first express the exact objective function and then go on to define a myopic approximation of it. Given this, we show how our myopic approximation is sound (i.e., does not return invalid solutions).
Optimal Solution
The main objective of the CFST problem remains to maximise the number of tasks completed. This can be expressed as follows:
subject to constraints in equations 4 and 5.
As can be seen, the above objective is simply to maximise the number of tasks completed with respect to the given constraints. However, the space over which the function iterates is very large (in the worst case, we might need to consider nearly |V |!d |V | max possible plans for each agent and the number of coalitions that need to be considered at each task is at worst 2 |A| ). In the worst case, the optimal solution to the problem is simply not computable in reasonable time.
11 Given that the time taken to generate solutions in the disaster management domain is critical in saving the maximum number of lives, it is important to devise algorithms that solve the problem quickly even if they are not optimal. Moreover, since the set of tasks is likely to change over time, it may not be worth considering solutions that consider allocations far ahead in time (i.e., long sequences of tasks to be completed). Thus, in the next section, we define a myopic objective function that tries to approximate the above objective in the next subsection and later evaluate its effectiveness in maximising the number of tasks completed in section 7.
Myopic Solution
The general approach in this section is to allocate agents in a myopic way in that the agents do not consider sequences of tasks and only consider one task at a time. This is particularly appropriate to dynamic situations (such as in RCR) where solutions that consider allocations far ahead in time can be quickly invalidated if new (more critical) tasks arrive in the system. Moreover, the agents should try to maximise the number of tasks completed in the minimum time available (i.e., to avoid wasting time) in order to maximise the probability of completing future tasks. Then, after any task is completed, the agents that were working on that task are considered free and are reallocated on any remaining task.
To this end, at time t, we restrict the set of tasks to those that are not yet allocated to any coalition of agents to V t ⊆ V , and for each v ∈ V t we define the set of agents A t v ⊆ A that are able to arrive at v before its deadline, that is A be a general function that returns the earliest time at which a task can be completed given the set T ⊆ T of coalitions allocated to it and is computed as follows:
where:
and X d max . That is, X is used to express the fact that the task cannot be completed by its deadline given the set of allocated coalitions.
Having defined the necessary constructs to find a timely allocation of coalitions given the possible coalitions, at time t we restrict the general set of allocations Γ to consider assignments given by V t and
. Then every subset of Γ t represents possible allocations of coalitions from time t onwards. Given this, the goal is to find a set of such allocations that maximises the following objective function:
and satisfies the following:
such that C ∩ C = ∅ and v = v , and the condition in equation (4) holds. This basically means that the set of selected coalitions should not overlap (i.e., an agent is only assigned to one task in this allocation). Having allocated as above, at next time step, the set of tasks is reduced to V t+1 = {v | v ∈ V t , τ C→v ∈ Γ t }, that is to the set of tasks that have not been allocated up till then, and the set of agents A t+1 v , v ∈ V t+1 is computed appropriately, choosing from the currently unassigned agents (i.e., it is reset to the empty set if all agents are allocated or is refilled with the agents that have been freed).
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As can be seen from the above objective function, we implicitly consider the routing of agents to form coalitions at different tasks by only considering one task at a time and determining the agents that can reach it. In so doing we reduce the computation of solutions significantly (to O(k) plans to be considered for each agent where k is a constant) as we do not have to search for the optimal tour of all tasks in the system for all agents. However, we can still show that the myopic solution maintains soundness (but not completeness) as follows.
First, we can easily deduce that in time step t, an agent is allocated to only one task since coalitions do not overlap and the starting times of the agents are consistent as per equation (4) . Second, since the set of agents A t excludes those that have been allocated at t < t, it is not possible that an agent is previously allocated to a given task. This means that there will be no solutions that have agents being allocated to two tasks at the same time. Now, we can also deduce from the objective function in equation (9) that it will return 0 in case no tasks can be completed (since t v min (·) returns X when no coalitions can complete any task) and only be greater than 0 in case at least one task can be completed. However, this does not prevent the coalitions from being assigned to the tasks even though they cannot be completed. We do not exclude such a possibility since more agents may become free (after completing some tasks previously allocated) and work with these coalitions to complete the tasks.
Thus, so far, we have only considered centralised solutions to the CFST. However, in the disaster management problem we believe it is important that computation is distributed as argued in section 3. Given this, we next proceed to define our decentralised solution.
A DECENTRALISED SOLUTION
Here, we describe a DCOP (Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem) formulation for the CFST problem that allows agents to divide up the objective function defined in (9) , in such a way that different sub-functions can be computed separately by individual agents and a coordinated solution can be found by message passing between them.
The DCOP Formulation
Formally a DCOP can be defined as a tuple A, X , D, F , where A = {a 1 , . . . , a k } is a set of agents, X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is a set of variables, each variable x i is owned by exactly one agent a i , but an agent can potentially own more than one variable. The agent a i is responsible for assigning values to the variables it owns. D = {D 1 , · · · , D n } is a set of discrete and finite variable domains, each variable x i can take value in the domain D i . Then, F = {f 1 , . . . , f m } is a set of functions that describe the constraints among variables. Each function f i : D i1 × · · · × D ir i → depends on a set of variables x i ⊆ X , where r i = |x i | is the arity of the function. Each function assigns a real value to each possible assignment of the variables it depends on.
There are many ways in which we can formalise the CFST problem as a DCOP, depending on what we choose to represent with variables and how we define the constraints among them. These choices have impact on the communication overhead, the computational load and the computation distribution among agents. Here we decide to assign to each agent a variable that represents the agent's current target, that is, the task that the agent will attempt. This formalisation has several benefits. Firstly, it removes the complexity of modelling coalitions, as they are dealt with inside the utility function. Secondly, it minimises the loops in the constraint network, simplifying computation and avoiding redundant information propagation. A
The Computer Journal Vol. 00 No. 0, 2009 formulation similar to this one can be seen in the work of [23] ; in which a number of stationary sensors are required to coordinate to track moving targets.
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In our DCOP formalisation, variable domains consist of the task locations that are reachable fast enough for the agent to arrive and make a useful contribution (e.g., the set of victim locations that the agent can reach before the victims' deadline). If x i represents the variable for which agent a i is responsible, given t is the current time, the domain of this variable is then
, where x i is the current task the agent is assigned to or the agent itself (i.e., its initial location) and d v k represents the deadline for task v k (as specified above).
The constraint functions in this formulation represent the 'utility' of each task, taking into account all variables whose domains contain the location of the task in question. More formally, assuming x i ∈ X and v j ∈ V t , x i is a variable to f j (the utility function of v j ) if and only if v j ∈ D i . As such, in this DCOP formalisation, there are N variables, one for each agent, and M constraint functions, one for each task. Now, to embed the myopic scheduling strategy of the agents (presented in section 4.3) into the objective function, we compute the utility function for each task as follows:
where (4) is met. Note that vi∈V t f i (x i ) is equivalent to our myopic solution specified in equation (9) . The fact that agents have a variable which assigns them to a task ensures that they can only be part of one coalition in the allocation.
Finally, notice that solutions provided by the DCOP formalisation presented here can be tied directly back to our initial representation presented in section 3. For example, consider a situation where an agent a 1 assigns itself to task v 1 and works on the task at time steps 3, 4 and 5 and agents a 2 and a 3 assign themselves to task v 2 , working on this task for time steps 3 and 4.
This outcome can be represented by T v1 = {τ }. Then, the 13 Notice that following this formulation, it is not obvious which agent is responsible for the computation of the utility functions, as utilities are defined for tasks that can be performed by multiple agents. While the assignment has an impact on the agent's computational load, it does not impact the performance of the algorithm in terms of solution quality and communication overhead. Here we focus on providing an efficient decentralised solution to the coalition formation problem and we do not address the problem of balancing the computational load among the agents. As such we can use any assignment of utility functions to agents that avoids redundant computation. A simple policy is to assign the computation for shared utility functions to the agent that has the lowest ID. allocations of coalitions can be deduced from Γ(
Having defined the formulation of the decentralised solution to the CFST, we next describe the Max-Sum algorithm that solves it.
Applying the Max-Sum Algorithm
To apply Max-Sum to the DCOP formalisation presented above, we adopt a Factor graph representation of the problem [24] . A factor graph is a bipartite graph where vertices are variables, which represent the variable of the DCOP formalisation, or functions, which represent the DCOP constraints. The edges of the factor graph connect functions to variables over which they apply. Figure 3 shows a factor graph representation for the situation presented in Figure 2 . The global utility function in this example would be:
It is important to note, that when the factor graph is cycle free, the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the global optimal solution such that it finds the combination of states that maximises the sum of the functions. When applied to cyclic graphs (e.g., in the case where more than one agent can attempt exactly the same tasks), there is no guarantee of convergence but extensive empirical evidence demonstrates that this family of algorithms generate good approximate solutions [24, 25] . In
The Computer Journal Vol. 00 No. 0, 2009 particular, the Max-Sum algorithm has been shown to outperform previous approximate algorithms on standard DCOP benchmarks [8] .
14 In order to apply Max-Sum, there are two types of messages that need to be specified. Given our factor graph formulation of the problem, we need to specify messages that need to be sent from variable to function and vice-versa as follows:
• From variable to function: q i→j (x i ) for all values of x i where:
where M i is a vector of function indices, indicating which function nodes are connected to variable node i, and α ij is a scalar chosen such that xi q i→j (x i ) = 0, in order to normalise the message and hence prevent them increasing endlessly in the cyclic graphs that we face here.
• From function to variable: r j→i (x i ) for all values of x i where: (13) where, N j is a vector of variable indexes, indicating which variable nodes are connected to function node j and x j \i ≡ {x k : k ∈ N j \ i}.
The messages flowing into and out of the variable nodes within the factor graph are sets of values that represent the total utility of the network for each of the possible states of the variable. At any time during the propagation of these messages, an agent is able to determine which task it should undertake such that the sum over all the task utilities is maximised. This is done by locally calculating the function, z i (a i ), from the messages flowing into agent i's variable node:
and hence finding arg max xi z i (x i ). Notice that, although the Max-Sum algorithm is approximating the solution to a global optimisation problem, it involves only local communication and computation. Also note that Max-Sum typically runs continuously. This means that if any change is made to the factor graph (e.g., some tasks are found to have a different workload or deadline or new tasks appear) such that the utility computed by the factors changes, Max-Sum will have each factor recompute its messages and generate a new solution. Now, Max-Sum was not specifically designed to deal with the dynamic changes in the factor graph that typically arise in the RCR scenario. As a result, there 14 The results in section 7.1 further confirm this.
are inefficiencies in the re-computation of the solution (specifically the maximisations in equation (13) and over equation (14)). First, when new messages are generated from changes in the system, but the contents of these messages do not change the solution, the factors still re-compute solutions and forward these messages to variables when they need not. It is important to avoid such re-computations because the space to be searched by each factor can be quite large. In the general case, this is exponential in the number of states of the variables to a given factor. Second, Max-Sum does not make any assumptions about the states of the variables and hence iterates over a large state space while, in our case, there are several properties of the tasks and the agents that could be exploited to reduce the state space.
Given this, in the next section we detail how we extend Max-Sum to avoid factors computing over all possible variable states. Moreover, we significantly modify the algorithm to allow variables to detect disruptions in the factor graph and, wherever possible, prevent the connected factors from recomputing their messages. In so doing, we devise an algorithm that is more tailored to the domain we consider and is robust to changes in the environment (i.e., can re-compute solutions quickly when new tasks appear or existing tasks are completed).
THE FAST MAX-SUM ALGORITHM
The F-Max-Sum algorithm extends the standard MaxSum in two main ways. First, in order to reduce the number of states over which each factor has to compute its solution, we introduce new functions on variable and factor nodes that single out the states that matter to them. Second, we introduce new functions that allow each variable to decide when to send messages to its other connected factors when changes happen in the factor graph (i.e., a factor is removed or added). We detail these two extensions in the following subsections and show how they allow us to make significant computational and communication savings in section 7.
Reducing Communication and Computation
In order to reduce the number of states each factor needs to compute its solution over, we restrict the domain of each variable to only two states per each connected factor representing the fact that an agent is assigned to a specific task (the factor) or not. With this change, we can now specialise the message computation performed by the original Max-Sum which apply over all states of the variables involved (see equations (12) and (13) based on whether the factor is removed or has just been added. Essentially this means that:
Then, the decision that the agents make is as follows. Assuming for each f k for v k ∈ D i we define the utility for x i = v k and
, then x i does not need to transmit a newly computed q i→k (x i ) based on the new domain of x i .
• Otherwise, x i has to send the message. This is because, if the utility that a i achieves by being allocated (or not) to v j changes, then the system's utility might change as well and hence messages need to be sent around in any case.
For example, consider Figure 4 that shows a situation with two agents a 1 , a 2 and two victims v 1 , v 2 at time t. Suppose at time t > t a third victim v 3 is discovered and thus the factor graph changes as shown in the figure. The tables represent the utility functions for each victim. The assignment of an agent to the victim is noted in binary format to represent whether it is allocated (1) or not (0). The value in the left-most column represents the utility (earliest time) obtained for the assignment selected (e.g., {a 1 = 0, a 2 = 1} results in a utility of 4 at V 2).
The best allocation at time t is computed as {a 1 = v 1 , a 2 = v 2 } which gives a value of 4+2 = 6, while when the new victim is discovered then the best allocation is {a 1 = v 2 , a 2 = v 3 } which gives a value of 4 + 3 = 7. The change in the factor graph will result in a different z t 2 (a 2 ), which will trigger information propagation leading F-Max-Sum to change the allocation and obtain the best value. In particular, notice that when v 3 is discovered we have z t 2 (a 2 = v 2 ) = 4 and z
) and message propagation is necessary to deal with the change in the factor graph and reach a better allocation.
In the case where the utility does not change (i.e., z t 2 (a 2 = v −2 ) = z t 2 (a 2 = v −2 )) with respect to v k , then F-Max-Sum prevents any message from being sent (see the rules above) as the rest of the system (starting from f k ) will not be affected (since a 2 cannot do any better by changing its assignment). Instead, in Max-Sum, any change in utility in any state of the variable initiates a new message (see equation (12)) and hence results in it recomputing equation (13) (which maximises over all states of all its connected variables) only to find out that the allocation does not change. Comparatively FMax-Sum only needs to check over v k 's states to decide whether to send a message or not, thus minimising the computation needed to implement any changes in utility. Thus, by distributing some of the computation on the variable nodes (in addition to factor nodes) and filtering out messages, F-Max-Sum can avoid both the redundant computation and messages of Max-Sum.
Also note that F-Max-Sum and Max-Sum have essentially the same behaviour when it comes to computing the solution since they both take into account the same information (i.e., changes in utility that will affect the assignment of agents to tasks). FMax-Sum is simply more efficient at doing so.
Having described Max-Sum and F-Max-Sum, in the next section we empirically evaluate F-Max-Sum in the RCR domain and compare it with Max-Sum with respect to disruptions.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate and benchmark F-Max-Sum to show how effective it is at finding good solutions and how it scales with the number of tasks. Moreover, we examine how effective F-Max-Sum is in adapting to changes in the task set. Our experiments are therefore divided into two parts. First, we compare the effectiveness of F-Max-Sum in maximising the number of tasks completed compared to a number of other strategies. This aims to validate our use of the myopic solution as a good approximation to the optimal solution. Second, since Max-Sum and F-Max-Sum compute the same solutions, we apply both to the same data set and evaluate their performance in responding to changes in the task set. 16 In so doing, we show how F-Max-Sum is more efficient in both computation and communication. 
Experiment 1: Solution Quality
In this experiment, we choose the set of agents A such that |A| = 10 and vary the set of tasks V in increments of 5 such that |V | ∈ {10, 15 · · · , 60}. 50 instances of agent and task positions are randomly generated for each set of tasks. Moreover, the deadline of each task is drawn from a uniform distribution that is dependent on the number of tasks as d v ∈ U (0, 10 × |V |) and the workload is drawn from a uniform distribution that is also dependent on the number of tasks as
). In so doing, we set up an averagecase problem where the deadlines and workloads are balanced with respect to the number of tasks. That is, there is a fair distribution of easy (long deadline small workload) and hard (short deadline and large workload) tasks.
We compare F-Max-Sum against two other strategies; namely, OPGA (see section 2) which is the only other decentralised algorithm designed for a similar problem to ours, and a centralised approach (which we devised based on the objective function defined in 4.3.2). Note that the centralised algorithm also includes a onestep look-ahead process which optimises the sequence of tasks attempted by the coalitions. Basically, the algorithm not only chooses the best coalition to allocate to each task at time t, but also determines how the allocation would allow agents to reach and complete other tasks at time t + 1. It then returns the allocation that maximises the total number of completed tasks at t and t + 1. In so doing, the centralised algorithm acts as an upper bound on the solutions generated by F-MaxSum and OPGA.
All of the strategies were evaluated on the 50 instances and run over 10 × |V | time steps (i.e. at each time step, each strategy is used to allocate available agents to tasks). The mean total number of tasks completed by each strategy is shown in Figure 5 , along with 95% confidence intervals.
As can be seen from Figure 5 , F-Max-Sum outperforms OPGA by up to 9% (for 60 tasks), and shows this trend persists as the number of tasks increases. This is because the OPGA only seeks to find local maxima, whereas F-Max-Sum finds the optimal of all considered solutions. In addition to this, OPGA is based upon the DSA (see section 2), and thus has the associated problem of agents sometimes thrashing between assignments. In more detail, we found that FMax-Sum can complete up to 76% of the tasks given the settings of our experiments, compared to up to 67% with OPGA and up to 90% with a centralised one-step lookahead search. In the next section, we evaluate the robustness of F-Max-Sum against disruptions and see how its performance compares with Max-Sum.
Experiment 2: Robustness
When disruptions occur in the environment, the current set of tasks changes and the agents may need to be reassigned. In the worst case, this means that the whole allocation of agents to tasks needs to be recomputed. In this experiment, we evaluate how efficient F-Max-Sum is compared to Max-Sum in dealing with changes in the set of tasks. To do this, we generated two distinct sets of random tree-structured factor graphs: one varying the average degree of variable nodes (noted as δ x ), and the other, varying the average degree of factor nodes (noted as δ f ). Given these graphs, in our experiments, we remove one factor (equivalently a task in the RCR scenario) and let the algorithm recompute the solution. It should be noted that we focus our experiments on tree structured graphs on which Max-Sum is guaranteed to converge for the same reasons as noted in footnote 16. Now, on the one hand, the degree of each factor node is equal to the number of variables it is connected to (i.e., how many agents can save the victim). Hence it determines the space of possible combinations (or coalitions) the factor needs to search through, which is exactly 2 δ f combinations. On the other hand, the degree of each variable node is equal to the number of factors it is connected to, and hence the number of possible allocations (i.e., δ x − 1) it can affect if one of its factors is removed from the graph (i.e., a task is removed). Given these features of the problem, our goal is to evaluate how F-Max-Sum can minimise the number of messages that needs to be propagated in the graph and the computation performed by all remaining factor nodes when a given factor is removed from the graph.
Against this background, we separately varied the values of δ x and δ f between 1 and 15, in increments of 1. In each simulation, the value that was not being controlled (i.e. δ f when we controlled δ v , and vice versa)
The Computer Journal Vol. 00 No. 0, 2009 was randomly selected from a uniform distribution in [3, 6] . For each value of the controlled variable, 50 random tree instances were generated. We ran both F-Max-Sum and Max-Sum on each instance generated and recorded the following values:
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Mean computation units used (MCU) -the average number of combinations of states evaluated at a factor node.
Mean total number of messages sent (TNS) -the average total number of messages sent, by both variable and factor nodes.
Mean total size of messages sent (TSS) -the average total size of all messages sent by all nodes, measured in bytes. This reflects the number of total number of variable states communicated throughout the graph.
Given that we expect F-Max-Sum to outperform Max-Sum on several fronts, we postulate the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis: F-Max-Sum has lower MCU, TNS, and TSS for all values of δ x and δ f than Max-Sum.
The intuition behind this hypothesis is that, on the one hand, by allowing variables to only send two messages to the connected factors (representing whether they assign themselves to the task or not), F-Max-Sum prevents those factors from evaluating a large number of redundant states (i.e., those states where an agent is allocated to tasks other than the one associated to the given factors). Moreover, for increasing values of δ x , the number of factors connected to each variable increases. Then, since F-Max-Sum filters messages sent by variables when disruptions occur (see section 6.2), as δ x grows, F-Max-Sum becomes more effective than Max-Sum in preventing unnecessary recomputation and messages.
The results shown in figures 6, 7, and 8 confirm our hypothesis. Thus, for increasing values of δ x , FMax-Sum takes up to 38% less TNS, up to 91% less TSS and up to 99% less MCU than Max-Sum. For increasing values of δ f , we notice a similar trend where F-Max-Sum improves upon Max-Sum by up to 70% in MCU, up to 33% in TNS, and up to 57% in TSS. These results show that, indeed, F-Max-Sum has the most significant improvements over Max-Sum in graphs where large numbers of factors are connected to each variable. However, we can see that for the lower values of δ x , the difference in MCU and TSS of F-Max-Sum and Max-Sum is much smaller. This is because the 17 These are typical measures used in the DCOP community [13] . variables have a much smaller domain. In more detail, we showed in Section 6.1 that F-Max-Sum reduces the MCU of Max-Sum from d n to 2 n , and the size of each message sent to 2 in all cases, as opposed to it depending on d. Thus, it follows that F-Max-Sum will only make a noticable difference where d > 2. Given this, we can see that the improvement given by F-Max-Sum increases very quickly as the value of δ x grows.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have modelled the RoboCupRescue domain in terms of a Coalition Formation with Spatial and Temporal constraints. We then provided a Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem formulation of the problem and showed how to solve it using the Max-Sum algorithm. Based on this, we then developed the novel F-Max-Sum algorithm that improves upon Max-Sum in order to deal with disruptions in its underlying factor graph more effectively. In so doing, we have provided the first full solution to the problem of decentralised coalition formation that pervades disaster management. Our solution is also one that is able to efficiently adapt to a dynamic environment.
While our experiments show how effective F-MaxSum is in finding good allocations, it will be important to show in future how the algorithm scales with increasing numbers of agents and different profiles of deadlines and workloads. Moreover, we also aim to evaluate the performance of F-Max-Sum under more general settings of variable and factor degrees. Finally, we aim to extend the algorithm to consider the addition and removal of agents from the environment and show how F-Max-Sum can be extended to achieve convergence on cyclic graphs.
